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Introduction 

Working in partnership with Oxford Archaeology East the Kettle’s Yard Learning Team 
devised a cross-curricular arts and archaeology primary school project with Arbury Primary 
School that utilised the strongest resources from both organisations. 

The project enabled children from Arbury Primary School to engage with the heritage and 
history of their local area through archaeological practice and creative activity. The project 
involved visits to archaeological sites in North Cambridge, visits and workshops at Kettle’s 
Yard, an archaeological dig on the school grounds and through practical family workshops at 
Castle Hill Open Day 2014. Lasting legacies for the school included collaborative artwork 
inspired by the archaeological dig and the artwork in the Kettle’s Yard collection made by all 
pupils, artefacts found from the dig and two resource boxes to be used as part of the history 
curricula at the school.  

The project was delivered by Archaeologists from Oxford Archaeology East, two artists from 
the artist group Irregular Circle, with support from volunteers from CamDig – a local 
archaeological group.  

Project Aims 

• For children to gain a strong understanding of the history and heritage of their local 
area through archaeological practice and creative activity 

• To encourage enjoyment and aspiration through practical and creative opportunities 
• To reach a school new to both organisations  

The Project 

The project took place over a period of 4 months. 50 year four children from Arbury Primary 
took part in the project, 200 children and adults took part in family activities at Castle Hill 
Open Day and over 80 children and adults attended the celebration of the project at Arbury 
Primary School.  

The project programme was structured as follows: 

1. Preparatory: Oxford Archaeology East tour of archaeological sites on Castle Hill, visit 
to Kettle’s Yard and introduction to the dig. 

2. Practical: Archaeological dig on the school playing field. 
3. Castle Hill Open Day: Pupils, families and teachers invited to the day to bring items 

found in the dig to be examined by an Archaeologist. Family activities devised around 
the theme of archaeology. 

4. Follow up activities: Artist led workshops at Kettle’s Yard; Oxford Archaeology East 
produced report of the dig and create 2 teacher resource boxes for Arbury Primary 
School. 

5. CPD: Kettle’s Yard and Oxford Archaeology East staff delivered a CPD training 
session to support teachers to use and integrate resource boxes into their teaching.  

6. Celebration: Arbury Primary School invited parents to see the outcomes of the project 
through a celebration event at the school.  

 



Preparatory: Oxford Archaeology East tour of archaeological sites on Castle Hill, visit 
to Kettle’s Yard and introduction to the dig 

 

“I really enjoyed when we looked around the house because lots of the artwork was really, 
really, really special and good. Also all the objects were really pretty and my favourite one 
was the rocks” 

“I enjoyed going to Castle mound because we got to walk on it and see the beautiful view” 

Participant feedback, Arbury Primary School  

Staff from Oxford Archaeology East led a lively tour focusing on the Roman heritage of the 
area, including visits to Castle Mound and St Peter’s Church. This was followed by a visit to 
Kettle’s Yard with Irregular Circle artists Jane Waterhouse and Hilary Moreton. The artists  
invited the children to firstly explore Kettle’s Yard without an introduction, encouraging them 
to think about what Kettle’s Yard is and who might have lived there. For many of the children 
it was their first visit to Kettle’s Yard. There was particular interest in the Christopher Wood 
portraits and in the Henri Gaudier Brzeska drawings.  During discussion the children 
commented on the careful arrangement of the house, which led to a talk about the role of a 
curator in a museum.  
 
Whilst in the house the artists set up an activity to explore the role of drawing in recording 
archaeological finds.  The children were asked to make two drawings, one on graph paper – a 
detailed measured drawing of an object and the second on plain paper to put the object in the 
context of it’s placement in the house.  This activity was designed to give the children the 
understanding that drawing is an important tool for recording and communicating 
information. In the afternoon the artists and archaeologists visited the school to introduce the 
pupils to the dig and to give them an understanding of jobs and professions within 
archaeology.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Practical: Archaeological dig on the school playing field 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“During the dig I found that the romans left lots of things behind such as bricks, pipe and 
lots of other things…I enjoyed finding all the different objects in the ground” 
 
“During our time digging I enjoyed finding all the artifacts and I learnt that there are 
different colours of soils for all the different periods”  
 
Participant feedback, Arbury Primary School 
 



Working with staff from Oxford Archaeology East and volunteers from CamDIG the children 
took part in an archaeological dig on the school playing field. This was an opportunity for the 
children to learn archaeological techniques, such as digging for finds in the trench, sieving for 
finds in the spoils heap and washing and recording the finds. Artists from Irregular Circle 
supported the children to draw recordings from their finds, focusing on accuracy and scale. 
There was great excitement and enthusiasm shared by the children for working outside and for 
the items found. The dig revealed mainly Victorian pottery and modern metal work and an 
interesting fragment of a clay pipe. The finds from the dig were cleaned and catalogued for the 
school to keep. Please see the Oxford Archaeology East report for further details of the 
findings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Castle Hill Open Day  
 

“I enjoyed seeing children playing together. Opening up bits of Cambridge, very inclusive,” 
Participant feedback, Castle Hill Open Day 
 
Arbury Primary School and Oxford Archaeology East both played an active role in Castle Hill 
Open Day – an annual celebration celebrating the history and heritage of Castle Street. The 
Arbury Primary Choir opened the day, Oxford Archaeology East held a stall in the family area 
with archaeological activities and offered children from the school the opportunity to bring 
their findings from the dig for archaeologists to examine.  
 
Irregular Circle artists also devised a family workshop linking Kettle’s Yard with the 
archaeological theme of the project and the exhibition Somewhere: Nina Pope and Karen 
Guthrie at Kettle’s Yard, which also had an archaeological theme.   
 
Participants were invited to:  
 

• Create their own small treasure using air drying clay inspired by objects they might 
have lost or found.    

• Use the stones taken from the Arbury School Dig to create a Jim Ede / Kettle’s Yard 
inspired arrangement.  Arrangements were photographed and published on the Kettle’s 
Yard website. 

Many of the children from Arbury Primary School attended the Castle Hill Open Day event 
and took part in both activities. Formal evaluation on the day elicited a total of 35 responses. 
Visitors were asked a series of demographic questions, as well as their reasons for visiting the 
Open Day and their views of their experience. The largest percentage of visitors came from the 
CB4 postcode, which reflects the significant work Kettle’s Yard has been doing to develop 
relationships with this area, and is in keeping with the primary aim of Castle Hill Open Day to 



engage local residents. Please see Castle Hill Open Day report for further details.  

Follow Up Activities  

“At Kettle’s Yard I enjoyed looking at all the artifacts. I learnt that there are lots of ways to 
find artifacts and that artifacts can be quite delicate” 
Participant Feedback, Arbury Primary School 
 
“It was wonderful to find the children remembered some of the discussions from the first 
session about who lived at Kettle’s Yard and also why artists use the nude figure when they 
are training to draw.” 
Jane Waterhouse – Irregular Circle Artist 
 
The second visit to Kettle’s Yard was designed in two parts to place the house in the context of 
the archaeological dig and to create a legacy for the school. In the house, the class were asked 
to think of the kinds of materials the finds from the dig were made of and to look for objects 
in the Kettle’s Yard collection made from these materials.  Materials found included glass, 
pottery, metal bone and shell. The children were asked to draw the objects they found using a 
graphite stick on fabric.  In contrast to the accurate drawings of the previous sessions the 
graphite sticks make much more relaxed marks and many of the children were using them for 
the first time. Each child had only one piece of fabric to work on so they had to make 
decisions on scale and composition to fit everything in.  They had to look very carefully to 
decide what different objects are made from. The session culminated by bringing all the 
individual graphite drawings on fabric together to create an installation in the house extension. 
The class were invited to view the installation from ground and the first floor gallery. The 
follow up visit to Kettle’s Yard house demonstrated the richness of the collection in relation to 
the finds from the dig. The children noticed willow pattern china in the house, which related 
to china they found in the dig. The materials found in the dig prompted discussions on what 
uses they have in the art collection as well as in domestic use. It was a great illustration of the 
duality of Kettle’s Yard as an art gallery and as a house.   
 
In the Learning room the children then took part in a practical workshop. They were reminded 
of the archaeological dig at the school by looking at the now cleaned and catalogued finds.  As 
inspiration for the finished pieces, Irregular Circle artists chose to focus on Ben Nicholson 
textile works in the house. The children then made a collaborative work. The children firstly 
made sketches and small books of the finds using a range of drawing pencils and then used 
fabric pens to take the sketch onto a large piece of fabric to create a finished collaborative 
piece for the school. Once the children had completed their drawings on the fabric teachers 
were then invited to finish the collaborative pieces with rolled ink stripes reflecting the style of 
the Ben Nicholson textiles and the colours of the school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 



CPD Session 

Staff from Arbury Primary School took part in a CPD session led by staff from Kettle’s Yard and 
Oxford Archaeology East to get a good understanding of the learning resource boxes and how they 
could be best used in the classroom. The Roman cooking resource boxes were devised and built 
by Jo Richards, Jigsaw Community Archaeology Officer at Oxford Archaeology East. They 
are designed to expand and support National Curriculum topics, particularly History Key 
Stage 2: The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain (the Romanisation of Britain and the 
impact of technology and culture).  The boxes contain original Roman tesserae, shards of 
Nene Valley pottery, Grey ware, an oyster shell and replicas of a Roman mortarium and 
pestle, amphora, flagon, food sieve, funnel, glass vessels, shellfish spoon, grey ware 
storage/cooking pot, indented beaker, child's feeding cup and cooking herbs. There is a 
Resource folder with specially prepared printed material, a Roman cook book and folder of 
extra notes relating to the box contents, teacher's notes, fact-sheets relating to everyday 
Roman life, booklets on the Vindolanda tablets and gladiators. The children will be able to 
handle original Roman material from Cambridgeshire, and learn practical cooking of 
authentic recipes. Jo Richardson introduced the themes and each object in the resource box –. 
Teachers and staff from Kettle’s Yard and Oxford Archaeology East then brainstormed the 
potential classroom sessions that could utilise the resources, which included making Roman 
bread and exploring Roman writing and how we communicate today.  
 

Celebration 

 

‘I was very pleased with the number of parents and children there - lovely to have so many of 
you from Kettle's Yard too! It's been a super project, and we are glad to have been chosen to 
take part!’ 
Diane Rawlins, Deputy Head, Arbury Primary School 

The project concluded with a celebration at Arbury Primary School where the pupils, parents 
and teachers were joined by the artists and staff from Kettle’s Yard and Oxford Archaeology 



East to celebrate the project. This included a handling collection of all the findings from the 
dig, a display of photographs and comments from the children involved and the resource 
boxes, giving parents the opportunity to learn about the project and to see how the project has 
fed into the history curricula. Over 80 people attended the celebration.  
 
Outcomes and Evaluation Findings  
 
 

 



 
Children gained a strong understanding of the history and heritage of their local area 
 
“The project was successful in creating understanding that objects are left and that we can 
build a picture of the legacy people leave behind both in terms of how we used to live and the 
artefacts that people collect. Through visiting the house that many things can be collected 
and they don’t all have to be new, just interesting.” 
Arbury Primary Teacher feedback 
 
This project enabled the children to be introduced to art and archaeology in a fun, practical 
way as part of the history curriculum through opportunities to learn outside of the classroom. 
The initial visit to Kettle’s Yard was very exciting for those visiting for the first time and an 
opportunity for self learning and discovery in contrast to the more formal learning from the 
archaeologist led tour. The fact that the pupils walked to Kettle’s Yard gave a strong physical 
and geographical sense of the closeness of this heritage site to their own school. Castle Hill 
Open day was also a valuable opportunity for the children to bring their families to Kettle’s 
Yard and Castle Street. The day connected their school with a wider event that touched on 
some of the themes of their project in a community event linking the various sites with the past 
and the present. 
 
The project encouraged enjoyment and aspiration through practical and creative 
opportunities 

The archaeological dig generated excitement and interest for the whole school and their 
families and encouraged attendance at Castle Hill Open Day and the final celebration. The dig 
required cooperation and teamwork outside the normal learning environment and raised 
interesting discussions on the distinctions between archaeology, anthropology and 
paleontology. Repeated trips to Kettle’s gave children the chance to become familiar with the 
large and varied collection as well as offering opportunities to new materials and different 
drawing techniques.  
 
40 children took part in a qualitative evaluation of the project, where they were asked what 
they enjoyed and what they had learnt by taking part. Please see overall/sample responses 
below: 
 
-16 comments stating enjoyment of visiting Kettle’s Yard house, with 10 comments giving 
specific examples of objects/furniture they particularly liked: ‘I liked the giant magnifying 
glass’; ‘I loved the long sofa’ 
-19 comments stated excitement about the dig, with 4 comments explaining their joy regarding 
what they found: ‘during the dig I found a bit of pipe and I was so excited!’ 
-4 comments specified positivity about working with archaeologists and taking part in the dig 
‘my favourite part was being an archaeologist’ 
-5 comments specified things that they had learnt by taking part in the dig: ‘During the dig I 
found that the Romans left behind lots of things. Such as bricks, pipe and lots of other things. 
The romans liked mosaics on their floors’  
 
The project gave the opportunity to reach a school new to both organisations  

The project has resulted in Kettle’s Yard building strong, strategic contacts with key teaching 
staff from Arbury Primary School, resulting in the school booking repeat visits off the back of 
the project and joining the teacher’s user group. This project has also led the school to start 
new partnerships with other University of Cambridge Museums.  
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